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Abstract
This paper focuses on the task of collocation polarity disambiguation. The collocation refers to a binary tuple of a polarity word and a target (such as ⟨long, battery life⟩ or ⟨long, startup⟩), in which the sentiment orientation of the polarity word (“long”) changes along with different targets (“battery life” or “startup”). To disambiguate a collocation’s polarity, previous work always turned to investigate the polarities of its surrounding contexts, and then assigned the majority polarity to the collocation. However, these contexts are limited, thus the resulting polarity is insufficient to be reliable. We therefore propose an unsupervised three-component framework to expand some pseudo contexts from web, to help disambiguate a collocation’s polarity. Without using any additional labeled data, experiments show that our method is effective.

1 Introduction
In recent years, more attention has been paid to sentiment analysis as it has been widely used in various natural language processing applications, such as question answering (Wiebe et al., 2003; Yu and Hatzivassiloglou, 2003), information extraction (Riloff et al., 2005) and opinion-oriented summarization (Hu and Liu, 2004; Liu et al., 2005). Meanwhile, it also brings us lots of interesting and challenging research topics, such as subjectivity analysis (Riloff and Wiebe, 2003), sentiment classification (Pang et al., 2002; Kim and Hovy, 2005; Wilson et al., 2009; He et al., 2011), opinion retrieval (Zhang et al., 2007; Zhang and Ye, 2008; Li et al., 2010) and so on.

One fundamental task for sentiment analysis is to determine the semantic orientations of words. For example, the word “beautiful” is positive, while “ugly” is negative. Many researchers have developed several algorithms for this purpose and generated large static lexicons of words marked with prior polarities (Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown, 1997; Turney et al., 2003; Esuli, 2008; Mohammad et al., 2009; Velikovich et al., 2010). However, there exist some polarity-ambiguous words, which can dynamically reflect different polarities along with different contexts. A typical polarity-ambiguous word “长” (“long” in English) is shown with two example sentences as follows.

1. 该相机的[电池寿命]很[长]p。 (Positive)
   Translated as: The [battery life]p of this camera is [long]p. (Positive)

2. 该相机的[启动时间]很[长]p。 (Negative)
   Translated as: This camera has [long]p [startup]t. (Negative)

The phrases marked with p superscript are the polarity-ambiguous words, and the phrases marked with t superscript are targets modified by the polarity words. In the above two sentences, the sentiment orientation of the polarity word “长” (“long” in English) changes along with different targets. When modifying the target “电池寿命” (“battery life” in English), its polarity is positive; and when modifying “启动时间” (“startup” in English), its polarity is
negative. In this paper, we especially define the collocation as a binary tuple of the polarity-ambiguous word and its modified target, such as 长,电池寿命) (long, battery life) in English) or 长,启动时间 (long, startup) in English). This paper concentrates on the task of collocation polarity disambiguation.

This is an important task as the problem of polarity-ambiguity is frequent. We analyze 4,861 common binary tuples of polarity words and their modified targets from 478 reviews, and find that over 20% of them are the collocations defined in this paper. Therefore, the task of collocation polarity disambiguation is worthy of study.

For a sentence $s$ containing such a collocation $c$, since the in-sentence features are always ambiguous, it is difficult to disambiguate the polarity of $c$ by using them. Thus some previous work turned to investigate its surrounding contexts’ polarities (such as the sentences before or after $s$), and then assigned the majority polarity to the collocation $c$ (Hatzivasiloglou and McKeown, 1997; Hu and Liu, 2004; Kanayama and Nasukawa, 2006). However, since the amount of contexts from the original review is very limited, the final resulting polarity for the collocation $c$ is insufficient to be reliable.

Fortunately, most collocations may appear multiple times, in different forms, both within the same review and within topically-related reviews. Thus for a collocation, we can collect large amounts of contexts from other reviews to improve its polarity disambiguation. These expanded contexts are called pseudo contexts in this paper. Some previous work used the similar methods. For example, Ding (Ding et al., 2008) expanded some pseudo contexts from a topically-related review set. But since the review set is limited, the expanded contexts are still limited and unreliable. In order to overcome this problem, we propose an unsupervised three-component framework to expand more pseudo contexts from web for the collocation polarity disambiguation.

Without using any labeled data, experiments on a Chinese data set from four product domains show that the three-component framework is feasible and the web-based pseudo contexts are useful for the collocation polarity disambiguation. Compared to other previous work, our method achieves an $F1$ score of 72.02%, which is about 15% higher.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work. Section 3 shows the proposed approach including three independent components. Section 4 and 5 presents the experiments and results. Finally we conclude this paper in Section 6.

## 2 Related Work

The key of the collocation polarity disambiguation task is to recognize the polarity word’s sentiment orientation of a collocation. There are basically two types of approaches for word polarity recognition: corpus-based and dictionary-based approaches. Corpus-based approaches find co-occurrence patterns of words in the large corpora to determine the word sentiments, such as the work in (Hatzivasiloglou and McKeown, 1997; Wiebe, 2000; Riloff and Wiebe, 2003; Turney et al., 2003; Kaji and Kitsuregawa, 2007; Velikovich et al., 2010). On the other hand, dictionary-based approaches use synonyms and antonyms in WordNet to determine word sentiments based on a set of seed polarity words. Such approaches are studied in (Kim and Hovy, 2006; Esuli and Sebastiani, 2005; Kamps et al., 2004). Overall, most of the above approaches aim to generate a large static polarity word lexicon marked with prior polarities.

However, it is not sensible to predict a word’s sentiment orientation without considering its context. In fact, even in the same domain, a word may indicate different polarities depending on what targets it is applied to, especially for the polarity-ambiguous words, such as “长” (“long” in English) shown in Section 1. Based on these, we need to consider both the polarity words and their modified targets, i.e., the collocations mentioned in this paper, rather than only the polarity words.

To date, the task in this paper is similar with much previous work. Some researchers exploited the features of the sentences containing collocations to help disambiguate the polarity of the polarity-ambiguous word. For example, Hatzivasiloglou (Hatzivasiloglou and McKeown, 1997) and Kanayama (Kanayama and Nasukawa, 2006) used conjunction rules to solve this problem from large domain corpora. Suzuki (Suzuki et al., 2006)
took into account many contextual information of the word within the sentence, such as exclamation words, emoticons and so on. However, the experimental results show that these in-sentence features are not rich enough.

Instead of considering the current sentence alone, some researchers exploited external information and evidences in other sentences or other reviews to infer the collocation’s polarity. For a collocation, Hu (Hu and Liu, 2004) analyzed its surrounding sentences’ polarities to disambiguate its polarity. Ding (Ding et al., 2008) proposed a holistic lexicon-based approach of using global information to solve this problem. However, the contexts or evidences from these two methods are limited and unreliable. Except for the above unsupervised methods, some researchers (Wilson et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 2009) proposed supervised methods for this task, which need large annotated corpora.

In addition, many related works tried to learn word polarity in a specific domain, but ignored the problem that even the same word in the same domain may indicate different polarities (Jijkoun et al., 2010; Bollegala et al., 2011). And some work (Lu et al., 2011) combined difference sources of information, especially the lexicons and heuristic rules for this task, but ignored the important role of the context. Besides, there exists some research focusing on word sense subjectivity disambiguation, which aims to classify a word sense into subjective or objective (Wiebe and Mihalcea, 2006; Su and Markert, 2009). Obviously, this task is different from ours.

3 The Proposed Approach

3.1 Overview

The motivation of our approach is to make full use of web sources to collect more useful pseudo contexts for a collocation, whose original contexts are limited or unreliable. The framework of our approach is illustrated in Figure 1.

In order to disambiguate a collocation’s polarity, three components are carried out:

1. Query Expansion and Pseudo Context Acquisition: This paper uses the collocation as query. For a collocation, three heuristic query expansion strategies are used to generate more flexible queries, which have the same or completely opposite polarity with this collocation. Searching these queries in the domain-related websites, lots of snippets can be acquired. Then we can extract the pseudo contexts from these snippets.

2. Sentiment Analysis: For both original contexts and the expanded pseudo contexts from web, a simple lexicon-based sentiment computing method is used to recognize each context’s polarity.

3. Combination: Two strategies are designed to integrate the polarities of the original and pseudo contexts, under the assumption that these two kinds of contexts can be complementary to each other.

It is worth noting that this three-component framework is flexible and we can try to design different strategies for each component. Next sections will give a simple example strategy for each component to show its feasibility and effectiveness.

3.2 Query Expansion and Pseudo Context Acquisition

3.2.1 Why Expanding Queries

For a collocation, such as ⟨长,电池寿命⟩ (⟨long, battery life⟩ in English), the most intuitive query used for searching is constructed by the form of “target + polarity word”, i.e., 电池寿命长（battery life long in English). Even if we search this query alone, a great many web snippets covering the polarity word and target will be retrieved. But why do we still need to expand the queries?

In fact, for a collocation, though the amount of the retrieved snippets is large, lots of them cannot provide accurate pseudo contexts. The reason is that the
polarity words in some snippets do not really modify the targets, such as in the sentence “The battery life is short, and finds few buyers for a long time.” There exist no modifying relation between “battery life” and “long”.

In order to filter these meaningless snippets, we can simply search with a new query “电池寿命长” by surrounding it with quotes (noted as \textbf{Strategy0}). However, this can drastically decline the amount of snippets. In addition, as the new query is short, in many retrieved snippets, there also exist no modifying relations between the polarity words and targets. As a result, if we just use this query strategy, the expanded pseudo contexts are limited and cannot yield ideal performance.

Therefore, we need to design some effective query expansion strategies to ensure that (1) the polarity words do modify the targets in the retrieved web snippets, and (2) the snippets are more enough.

3.2.2 Query Expansion Strategy

We first investigate the modifying relations between polarity words and the targets, and then construct effective queries.

Observed from previous work (Bloom et al., 2007; Kobayashi et al., 2004; Popescu and Etzioni, 2005), there are two kinds of common relations between the polarity words and their targets. One is the “subject-copula-predicate” relation, such as the relationship between “long” and “battery life” in the sentence “The battery life of this camera is long”. The other is the “attribute-head” relation, such as the relationship between them in the sentence “This camera has long battery life”.

As a result, three heuristic query expansion strategies are adopted to construct efficient queries for searching. Take the collocation (长, 电池寿命) (long, battery life) in English) as an example, the strategies are described as follows.

\textbf{Strategy1}: target + modifier + polarity word: Such as the query “电池寿命很长” or “电池寿命非常长” (“the battery life is very long” in English). Different from Strategy0, this strategy adds a modifier element. It refers to the words that are used to change the degree of a polarity word, such as “很” or “非常” (“very” in English). Due to the usage of the modifiers, the queries from this strategy can satisfy the “subject-copula-predicate” relation.

\textbf{Strategy2}: modifier + polarity word + 的+ target: Such as the query “很长的电池寿命” or “非常长的电池寿命” (“very long battery life” in English). This strategy also uses modifiers to modify polarity words, and the generated queries can satisfy the “attribute-head” relation.

\textbf{Strategy3}: negation word + polarity word + 的+ target: Such as the query “不长的电池寿命” or “没有长的电池寿命” (“not long battery life” in English). This strategy uses negation words to modify the polarity words. And the queries from this strategy can satisfy the “attribute-head” relation. The only difference is that the polarity of this kind of queries is opposite to that of the collocation.

Similar to the queries from Strategy0, the queries generated by Strategy1~3 are all searched with quotes. In addition, note that the modifier and the negation word are taken from \textit{Modifier Lexicon} and \textit{Negation Lexicon} introduced in Table 2.

3.2.3 Pseudo Context Acquisition

For each query from Strategy0~3, we search it in some websites to acquire the related snippets. If we directly search it using Google without site restrictions, it does return all the snippets containing the query, but lots of them are non-reviews. Further, the pseudo contexts generated by these non-reviews are useless or even harmful. To overcome this problem, the \textit{advanced search} of Google is used to search the query within the \textit{forum sites} of the product domain. We can flexibly choose several popular forum sites for each domain. The URLs of the forum sites used in this paper are listed in Table 1.

Formally, given a collocation \textit{c}, the expanded pseudo contexts \textit{Conx(c)} can be obtained using the following function:

\[
\text{Conx}(c) = \bigcup_{i=0}^{3} f(\text{Query}_i) = \bigcup_{i=0}^{3} \bigcup_{j=1}^{n} f(\text{query}_{ij}) \quad (1)
\]

Here, \textit{Query}_i is the query set generated by the \textit{i}th query expansion strategy; \textit{query}_{ij} is the \textit{j}th query generated by the \textit{i}th strategy. And the parameter \textit{n} is the total number of queries from the \textit{i}th query expansion strategy. From this function, we can collect the contexts of \textit{c} by summing up all the pseudo contexts from every \textit{query}_{ij}. 
3.3 Sentiment Analysis

For both the original and expanded pseudo contexts, we employ the lexicon-based sentiment computing method (Hu and Liu, 2004) to compute the polarity value for each context. This unsupervised approach is quite straightforward and makes use of the sentiment lexicons in Table 2.

The polarity value $Polarity(\text{con})$ for a context $\text{con}$ is computed by summing up the polarity values of all words in $\text{con}$, making use of both the word polarity defined in the positive and negative lexicons and the contextual shifters defined in the negation lexicon. The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3.

In this algorithm, $n$ is the parameter controlling the window size within which the negation words have influence on the polarity words, and here $n$ is set to 3.

Normally, if the polarity value $Polarity(\text{con})$ is more than 0, the context $\text{con}$ is labeled as positive; if less than 0, the context is negative. We also consider the transitional words, such as “但是” ("but" in English). Finally, the contexts with positive/negative polarities are used as the useful contexts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 1: The URLs used in context expansion for different domains.

In detail, the pseudo context acquisition algorithm for a collocation $c$ is illustrated in Figure 2. Note that, the original context acquisition of $c$ can be considered as a simplified version of the pseudo context acquisition. That's because the current review containing $c$ can be considered as only one snippet in pseudo context acquisition. Thus, we can just carry out the two steps in (2) of Figure 2 to obtain the original contexts.

Analyzing either the pseudo contexts or the original contexts, we can find that not all of them are useful contexts. Thus we will simply filter the noisy ones by context sentiment computation, and choose the contexts showing sentiment orientations as the useful contexts.

**Algorithm:** Pseudo Context Expansion Algorithm

**Input:** A collocation $c$ and the URL list

**Output:** The pseudo context set $Conx(c)$

1. Use Strategy0~3 to expand $c$ and the expanded queries are saved as a set $Query(c)$.
2. For any query $q \in Query(c)$, acquire its pseudo contexts $Conx(q)$ as follows:
   1. search $q$ in the domain-related URL list, the top 100 retrieved snippets for each URL are collected as $Sp(q)$.
   2. For each snippet $sp \in Sp(q)$
      - find the sentence $s$ containing $q$
      - obtain the two sentences before and after $s$ as the contexts of $q$ in this $sp$, noted as $Conx(q, sp)$
   $Conx(q) = \bigcup_{sp \in Sp(q)} Conx(q, sp)$
3. $Conx(c) = \bigcup_{q \in Query(c)} Conx(q)$

![Figure 2: The algorithm for pseudo context acquisition.](image-url)

**Table 2:** The lexicons used in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lexicon</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modifier Lexicon</td>
<td>很, 比较, 非常, 十分, 太, 特, 特别, 挺, 相当, 格外, 分外 (&quot;very&quot; or &quot;quite&quot; in English)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negation Lexicon</td>
<td>没有, 不, 不是 (&quot;no&quot; or &quot;not&quot; in English)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Lexicon</td>
<td>There are 3,730 Chinese words are collected from HOWNET.¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Lexicon</td>
<td>There are 3,116 Chinese words are collected from HOWNET.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Figure 2: The algorithm for pseudo context acquisition.
table 3: statistics for the Chinese collocation corpus.

algorithm: Sentiment Analysis

Input: a context con, and three lexicons: Positive_dic, Negative_dic, Negation_dic
output: Polarity value Polarity(con)
1. Segment con into word set W(con)
2. For each word w ∈ W(con), compute its polarity value Polarity(w) as follows:
   (1) if w ∈ Positive_dic, Polarity(w) = 1;
   (2) if w ∈ Negative_dic, Polarity(w) = -1;
   (3) otherwise, Polarity(w) = 0;
   (4) Within the window of n words previous to w, if there is a word w′ ∈ Negation_dic, Polarity(w) = -Polarity(w′)
3. Polarity(con) = \sum_{w ∈ W(con)} Polarity(w)

Figure 3: The algorithm for context polarity computation.

3.4 Combination

After the pseudo context acquisition and polarity computation, two kinds of effective contexts: original contexts and pseudo contexts, and their corresponding polarities can be obtained.

In order to yield a relatively accurate polarity Polarity(c) for a collocation c, we exploit the following combination methods:

1. Majority Voting: Rather than considering the difference between the two kinds of contexts, this combination method relies on the polarity tag of each context. Suppose c has n effective contexts (including original and pseudo contexts), it can obtain n polarity tags based on the individual sentiment analysis algorithm. The polarity tag receiving more votes is chosen as the final polarity of c.

2. Complementation: For a collocation c, we first employ “Majority Voting” method just on the expanded pseudo contexts to obtain the polarity tag. If the polarity of c cannot be recognized\(^2\), the majority polarity tag voted on the original contexts is chosen as the final polarity tag.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Dataset and Evaluation Metrics

We conduct the experiments on a Chinese collocation corpus of four product domains, which is from the Task3 of the Chinese Opinion Analysis Evaluation (COAE)\(^3\) (Zhao et al., 2008). Table 3 describes the corpus in detail.

From 478 reviews, 1,001 collocations (454 positive and 547 negative) with polarity-ambiguous words are found and manually annotated by two annotators. Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1960), a measure of inter-annotator agreement ranging from zero to one, is 0.83, indicating a good strength of agreement\(^4\). In Table 3, Sig of the fourth column denotes the collocations that appear once in all the domain-related reviews. And multiple in the last column denotes the collocations that appear several times. From Table 3, we can find that among all the reviews, nearly 60% collocations only appear once. Even for the multiple collocations, they averagely appear less than 4 times. Therefore, for a collocation, if we only consider its original contexts alone or the expanded pseudo contexts from the domain-related review set alone, the contexts are obviously limited and unreliable.

Instead of using accuracy, we use precision (P), recall (R) and F-measure (F1) to measure the performance of this task. That’s because two kinds of collocations’ polarities cannot be disambiguated. One

\(^2\)The reason will be explained in the last paragraph of Section 4.1.

\(^3\)http://www.ir-china.org.cn/coae2008.html

\(^4\)A small number of collocations are still difficult to be disambiguated from contexts.
is the sparse collocations, which obtain no effective contexts. The other is the collocations that acquire the same amount of positive and negative contexts. The metrics are defined as follows.

\[
P = \frac{\text{correctly disambiguated collocations}}{\text{disambiguated collocations}}
\]

\[
R = \frac{\text{correctly disambiguated collocations}}{\text{all collocations}}
\]

\[
F1 = \frac{2PR}{P + R}
\]

4.2 System Description

In order to compare our method with previous work, we build several systems as follows:

**NoExp:** Following the method proposed by Hu (Hu and Liu, 2004), without using the expanded pseudo contexts, we only consider the two original contexts \(Sen_{bef}\) and \(Sen_{aft}\) of a collocation \(c\) in the current review. If \(Sen_{bef}\) expresses the polarity \(\text{polar}\), then \(\text{Polarity}(ac) = \text{polar}\). Else if \(Sen_{aft}\) expresses the polarity \(\text{polar}'\), then \(\text{Polarity}(ac) = \text{polar}'\). Else, this method cannot disambiguate the polarity of \(c\). In this method, the transitional words, such as “但是” (“but” in English) are considered.

**Expdataset:** Following the method proposed by Ding (Ding et al., 2008), we solve this task with the help of the pseudo contexts in the domain-related review dataset. For a collocation \(c\) appearing in many domain-related reviews, this method refers to the polarities of the same \(c\) in other reviews. The majority polarity is chosen as final polarity.

**Expweb+sig:** This method is the same as our method in this paper, except for (1) not combining the original contexts, and (2) not using all the three query expansion strategies, but just using the single (abbv. sig) Strategy0. This method expands the pseudo contexts from the web. The majority polarity is chosen as the final polarity.

**Expweb+exp:** This method is the same as our proposed method in this paper, except for not combining the original contexts. It expands the pseudo contexts from the web. And the “exp” in the subscript means that this method uses all the query expansion strategies. The majority polarity of all the pseudo contexts is chosen as the final polarity.

\(Exp_{mv/c}^{web+exp+com}\): This is the method proposed in this paper, which combines the original and expanded pseudo contexts. The superscript “mv/c” is short for the two combination methods: Majority Voting and Complementation.

5 Results

5.1 Comparisons among All the Systems

In fact, all the systems shown in Section 4.2 can be considered as context based methods. The essential difference among them lies in the contexts they used. For a collocation, the contexts for NoExp are two original contexts from the current review. Breaking down the boundary of the current review, Expdataset explores the pseudo contexts from other reviews. Further, \(Exp_{web+sig}\), \(Exp_{web+exp}\) and \(Exp_{mv/c}^{web+exp+com}\) expand the pseudo contexts from web, which can be considered as a large corpus and can provide more evidences for the collocation polarity disambiguation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>P(%)</th>
<th>R(%)</th>
<th>F1(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NoExp</td>
<td>67.32</td>
<td>41.16</td>
<td>51.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expdataset</td>
<td>68.14</td>
<td>47.85</td>
<td>56.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expweb+sig</td>
<td>70.00</td>
<td>53.85</td>
<td>60.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expweb+exp</td>
<td>74.97</td>
<td>63.14</td>
<td>68.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_{mv/c}^{web+exp+com}</td>
<td>75.53</td>
<td>67.83</td>
<td>71.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_{web+exp+com}</td>
<td>74.36</td>
<td>69.83</td>
<td>72.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Comparative results for the collocation polarity disambiguation task.

Table 4 illustrates the comparative results of all systems for collocation polarity disambiguation. It can be observed that our system \(Exp_{mv/c}^{web+exp+com}\) outperforms all the other systems. We discuss the experimental results as follows:

NoExp yields the worst performance, especially on the recall. The reason is that the original contexts used in this system are limited, and some of them are even noisy. In comparison, Expdataset adds a post-processing step of expanding pseudo contexts from the topically-related review dataset, which achieves a better result with an absolute improvement of 5.14% (F1). This suggests that the contexts expanded from other reviews are helpful in disambiguating the collocation’s polarity.
However, $Exp_{dataset}$ is just effective in disambiguating the polarity of such a collocation $c$, which appears many times in the domain-related reviews. From Table 3, we can notice that this kind of collocations only accounts for 40% in all the collocations, and further they appear less than 4 times on average. Thus, for such a collocation $c$, the pseudo contexts expanded from other reviews that contain the same $c$ are still far from enough, since the review set size in this system is not very large.

In order to avoid the context limitation problem, we expand more pseudo contexts from web for each collocation. We first try to use a simple query form (Strategy0) for web mining. Table 4 illustrates that the corresponding system $Exp_{web+sig}$ outperforms the system $Exp_{dataset}$. It can demonstrate that our web mining based pseudo context expansion is useful for disambiguating the collocation’s polarity, since this system can explore more contexts. However, we can find that the performance is not very ideal. This system can generate some harmful contexts for the reason of the wrong modifying relations between polarity words and targets in the retrieved snippets.

Thus this paper adds three query expansion strategies to generate more and accurate pseudo contexts. Table 4 shows that the corresponding system $Exp_{web+exp}$ can achieve a better result with $F1 = 68.55\%$, which is significantly ($\chi^2$ test with $p < 0.01$) outperforms $Exp_{web+sig}$. It demonstrates that the query expansion strategies are useful.

Finally, Table 4 gives the results of our method in this paper, $Exp_{web+exp+com}^{mv}$ and $Exp_{web+exp+com}^{c}$, which combines the original and expanded pseudo contexts to yield a final polarity. We can observe that both of these systems outperform the system $NoExp$ of just using the original contexts and the system $Exp_{web+exp}$ of just using the expanded pseudo contexts. This can illustrate that the two kinds of contexts are complementary to each other. In addition, we can also find that the two combination methods produce similar results. In detail, $Exp_{web+exp+com}^{mv}$ disambiguates 899 collocations, 679 of them are correct; $Exp_{web+exp+com}^{c}$ disambiguates 940 collocations, 699 of them are correct.

We can further find that, although the amount of original contexts is small, it also plays an important role in disambiguating the polarities of the collocations that cannot be recognized by the expanded pseudo contexts.

### 5.2 The Contributions of the Query Expansion Strategies

The expanded pseudo contexts from our method can be partly credited to the query expansion strategies. Based on this, this section aims to analyze the different contributions of the query expansion strategies in our method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>$P(%)$</th>
<th>$R(%)$</th>
<th>$F1(%)$</th>
<th>Avg(#)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy0</td>
<td>70.00</td>
<td>53.85</td>
<td>60.87</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy1</td>
<td>74.14</td>
<td>55.84</td>
<td>63.70</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy2</td>
<td>61.84</td>
<td>37.56</td>
<td>46.74</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy3</td>
<td>64.34</td>
<td>33.17</td>
<td>43.77</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Exp_{web+exp}$</td>
<td>74.97</td>
<td>63.14</td>
<td><strong>68.55</strong></td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: The performance of our method based on each query expansion strategy for collocation polarity disambiguation.

Table 5 provides the performance of our method based on each query expansion strategy for collocation polarity disambiguation. For each strategy, “Avg” in Table 5 denotes the average number of the expanded pseudo contexts for each collocation. From this table, we can find that the larger the “Avg” is, the better ($F1$) the strategy is. In detail, Strategy1 with the largest “Avg” has the best performance; and Strategy3 with the fewest “Avg” has the worst performance. This can further demonstrate our idea that more and effective pseudo contexts can improve the performance of the collocation polarity disambiguation task. $Exp_{web+exp}$ integrates all the query expansion strategies and obtains much more “Avg”. Therefore, this can significantly increase the recall value, and further produce a better result. On the other hand, the results in Table 5 show that these heuristic query expansion strategies are effective.

### 5.3 Deep Experiments in the Three-Component Framework

In order to do a detailed analysis into our three-component framework, some deep experiments are made:

**Query Expansion** The aim of query expansion is to retrieve lots of relative snippets, from which we can extract the useful pseudo contexts. For each
snippet, if the polarity word of the collocation does modify the target, we consider this snippet as a correct query expansion result.

**Pseudo Context** For each expanded pseudo context from web, if it shows the same sentiment orientation with the collocation (or opposite with the collocation’s polarity because of the usage of transitional words), we consider this context as a correct pseudo context.

**Sentiment Analysis** For each expanded pseudo context, if its polarity can be correctly recognized by the polarity computation method in Figure 3, and meanwhile it shows the same sentiment orientation with the collocation, we consider this context as a correct one.

Table 6 illustrates the accuracy of each experiment for each strategy in detail, where 400 web retrieved snippets for Query Expansion and 400 expanded pseudo contexts for Pseudo Context and Sentiment Analysis are randomly selected and manually evaluated for each strategy.

Seen from Table 6, we can find that:

1. For Query Expansion, all strategies yield good accuracies except for Strategy0. This can draw a same conclusion with our analysis in Section 3.2.1. The queries from Strategy0 are short, thus in many retrieved snippets, there exist no modifying relations between the polarity words and targets. Accordingly, the pseudo contexts from these snippets are incorrect. This can result in the low accuracy of Strategy0. On the other hand, we can find that the other three query expansion strategies perform well.

2. Although the final result of our three-component framework is good, the accuracies of Pseudo Context and Sentiment Analysis for each strategy is not very high. This is perhaps caused by unrefined work on the specific sub-stages. For example, we get all the pseudo contexts using the algorithm in Figure 2. However, in some reviews, the two sentences before and after the target sentence have no polarity relation with the target sentence itself. This can bring in some noises. On the other hand, the context polarity computation algorithm in Figure 3 is just a simple attempt, which is not the best way to compute the context’s polarity.

In fact, this paper aims to try some simple algorithms for each component to validate the effectiveness of the three-component framework. We will polish every component of our framework in future.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposes a web-based context expansion framework for collocation polarity disambiguation. The basic assumption of this framework is that, if a collocation appears in different forms, both within the same review and within topically-related reviews, then the large amounts of pseudo contexts from these reviews can help to disambiguate such a collocation’s polarity. Based on this assumption, this framework includes three independent components. First, the heuristic query expansion strategies are adopted to expand pseudo contexts from web; then a simple but effective polarity computation method is used to recognize the polarities for both the original contexts and the expanded pseudo contexts; and finally, we integrate the polarities from the original and pseudo contexts as the collocation’s polarity. Without using any additional labeled data, experiments on a Chinese data set from four product domains show that the proposed framework outperforms other previous work.

This paper can be concluded as follows:

1. A framework including three independent components is proposed for collocation polarity disambiguation. We can try other different algorithms for each component.

2. Web-based pseudo contexts are effective for disambiguating a collocation’s polarity.
3. The query expansion strategies are promising, which can generate more useful and correct contexts.

4. The initial contexts from current reviews and the expanded contexts from web are complementary to each other.

The immediate extension of our work is to polish each component of this framework, such as improving the accuracy of query expansion and pseudo context acquisition, using other effective polarity computing methods for each context and so on. In addition, we will explore other query expansion strategies to generate more effective contexts.
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